First-order gradients of skew rays of axis-symmetrical optical systems.
Current commercial software for analysis and design of optical systems use finite difference (FD) approximation methodology to estimate the gradient matrix of a ray with respect to system variables. However, FD estimates are intrinsically inaccurate, subject to gross error when the denominator is excessively small relative to the numerator. We avoid these problems and determine these gradients by the application of Snell's law. We give the background and basics for determining the first-order gradients of skew rays of optical systems, whereby the differential vector of any ray can be estimated by the product of the developed gradient matrix and differential changes of system variables. The most important application is for optical design by use of optimization methods where the merit function is defined as the spot size. FD used for such optimization is slow for large systems and subject to inaccuracy. The presented methodology is shown to be accurate and computationally faster than traditional FD. Two illustrative examples are provided to validate the proposed method.